NZR modellers in all scales getting together to share
their common interest in our own railways.

Regular meetings the last Sunday of every month from
10am at rear of Colin Barry’s garage, 7 Hadlow Place,
Burnside. 03 358 3681, colin.barry48@gmail.com
Burnside
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In one of the sessions at TrainZ21, Tim Marshall draws out
contributions on the topic, what I’m getting out of the hobby.

Colin Barry
Most people will have heard by now that Colin had a stroke in early August, not long after our July meeting. He has
made great progress since then and when I talked to him the other day we both agreed that he has got off lightly. He
was home before Level 4 finished and at that stage although very tired was otherwise getting better every day. The
only lasting effects seem to be on his vision (new glasses expected to fix) and some lack of precise control in the
fingers of his left hand.
He and Helen are keen to try hosting us this coming Sunday as another step towards normality.
TrainZ21
We didn't have our usual Sunday gathering in August
due to Covid restrictions but later in the month some of the
same crowd enjoyed the annual TrainZ modelling
weekend. Somewhere around 35 came for some or all of
the time bringing along modelling projects to work on,
along with some tools and materials. Work spaces were
quickly claimed and set up ready to work.
But this was also a social occasion. People conversed
with others, showed an interest in what they were doing,
and found that others were interested in their projects.
Hints and tips flowed back and forth, and people moved
around soaking up impressions of all the different things
being tackled.
The Pleasant Point Yacht club was a new venue. Very
modern light and airy there was probably room for a few
more but not many, and the location right by the sea was
another plus with large windows offering excellent views.
The sea did not disappoint either. Saturday started out
sunny and mild but just before noon that all changed and a
southerly front darkened the skies, chilled the air and
whipped up actual breakers on the nearby shore — along
of course with a brief shower of rain.
Later, just as quickly as it had come, the sky cleared
again and the sun came back out.
Minics
A gathering like this affords an opportunity to learn from
others, and at intervals we enjoyed a series of clinics and
minics. Minics? Mini clinics. Clinics on just one brief topic.

For example, Stan Agar explained the Free-Mo modular
layout concept — typically 1200 x 600 modules built to
shared interoperability standards so that when there is a
meet people can all bring along a module (or two or three)
and connect them up with others to build a sizeable layout.
Other minics included Mark Andrews on making and
using a static grass applicator; Merv Sarson on using
foamboard as the foundation for concrete and masonry
buildings, for example the Harry Potter viaduct (AKA
Glenfinnan); John Dudson on making pungas from lace
ferns; Bryan Lawrence on different weathering materials
and their use, and Peter Ross on speakers for onboard
sound.
These were nominally of 15 minutes duration.
Sometimes 15 minutes was not quite long enough but the
point was to be brief and to the point. If that took a bit
longer it was still interesting.
Clinics
There were of course also some long form clinics.
These included Neil Andrews on the tools, materials and
methods he used in his year’s modelling. Things like
collecting his own measurements and photographs as the
basis for building a horse drawn road grader and a horse
drawn wagon, and scratchbuilding a semi derelict wayside
station building.
Another, from Tim Marshall, John Hey and Richard
Poff whose Any Old Iron layout has been so successful,
covered the tiny layout concept, anther example of which
is their current project, an even smaller gasworks layout

Thanks as always to Colin Barry for hosting us and to Helen for the usual fine morning tea
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made to fit atop a 44-gallon drum. Tim also led a
discussion among those present on what are you working
on now and what are you hoping to do in the future?
Well known younger modeller and TrainZ graduate,
Celyn Bennet employs whatever are the most appropriate
skills and techniques when building a model. That skills
toolbox includes saws, files and drills, a lathe, and of
course a computer to produce CAD designs for etched
metal and 3D printing via his own 3D printer.
As if that was not enough, there were workshops on 3D
scanning from Trevor Corrin; creating realistic trees from
Geoff Elmsly; and use of Arduino to detect trains and
operate signals from Daryl Roe.
—Peter Ross
Bryan Lawrence displayed some of his realistically
weathered models, while the slightly out-of-focus scenic
sample includes one of John Dudson’s lace fern pungas.

A look around TrainZ 2021

Two views around the room. Top: Saturday afternoon, lower, Sunday morning.
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Some of ‘our lot’. TrainZ is for all scales and prototypes but
everyone identifiable here is ‘one of us’. From left: Mark
Dalrymple, Richard Poff, Peter Bennet, Neil Andrews and
Barry Fitzgerald.

Gordon Barr (left) who was working on a Mark’s Model
Works NZR windmill explains what he’s doing to Mark
Reveley.

Neil Andrews refers to one of his models during his clinic
on modelling something you’ve seen and takes your fancy.
Since there are no published plans, scratchbuilding begins
with taking measurements and photos and sketching your
own.

Top and centre: A sampling of Geoff Elmsly’s realistic
trees. Bottom: Soldered copper wire armatures in progress.
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Over the weekend Mark Dalrymple got a long way towards
completing this 1:87 model of the Burkes Station that once
stood on the line to Port Chalmers. The signal box still
needed a proper roof at this point.

Mark Andrews only needed a minic slot to go over the
essentials of building and using his version of a static
grass applicator. Full details: https://drive.google.com/file/
d/156J-coQe1sF9u7fbrMFbCfIFcz7KHd2E/view?
usp=sharing

In John Dudson’s minic he outlined a quick and easy way
of making reasonable looking pungas from lace ferns.

Fred King worked on his One Track Minds module.

The trouble with going to a Tim Marshall clinic is that
you’re likely to be drawn in to baring your own soul. The
clinic began with Tim, John Hey and Richard Poff
expounding on the virtues of tiny layouts. But then Tim
asked us to say what we are getting from the hobby and
our hopes for future. There were some interesting answers.

True to his multimedia modelling topic, Celyn Bennet’s
Canterbury J class 2-6-0 has his own 3D printed boiler,
funnel and domes mounted on a running plate and frame
that he cut from nickel silver sheet using traditional manual
methods. The cylinders are partly 3D prints and partly
brass tube while the slidebars are hand cut from brass, as
are the crosshead centres and brass U-section crosshead
slides.

In his minic, Merv Sarson introduced the use of foamboard
for the shells of structures over which modelling clay can
be applied to represent stone or concrete — such as the
Glenfinnan Viaduct of Harry Potter fame.
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Stan Agar, who hosts regular Free-Mo meets at Skillwise
where he works, introduced us to the concept of modules
built to a set of standards that enable them to connect
together into a large layout.

Tim Marshall is all concentration as he carefully positions a
part ready for soldering.

Trevor Corrin gave a fascinating demonstration of 3D
scanning — essentially photocopying a solid object as the
first step in 3D printing an exact copy.

Vallejo washes are one of the weathering products Bryan
Lawrence recommends.

Daryl Roe showed the working of Arduino-controlled colour
light signals on a section of the One Track Minds layout.
Current transformers detect when power is being drawn in
a section of track, triggering the Arduino gubbins to display
the correct signals and so avoid collisions and derailments.

A lowering sun presages the end of another highly
enjoyable weekend.
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North Yard
No longer breaking news but we now know who the
new North Yard owner is.
It was recently confirmed that Rodger and Christine
Cullen have sold most of their former North Yard Model
Railway Parts business to Roger Dawson who will be
operating under the name North Yard Engineering.
Roger also operates Prototype NZR Models, which
markets 1:64 scale NZR kitsets and parts.
This does not affect the South Dock range of quality1:64
scale NZR wagon and carriage kitsets. These continue
to be available from sales@southdock.co.nz.

Join the Guild, you’d be silly not to.
For just $60 you can get every Journal for the
coming year delivered to your letterbox PLUS
access to online copies of every Journal ever.
Is that a good deal or what?

NZAMRC
NZ Association of Model Railway Clubs
As an area rep I’ve recently been involved in
discussions about the Association’s future.
The Association is a club for clubs. Its most well known
function is to arrange for conventions.
It also published The Coupler but that has ceased.
There have been no AGMs since 2019 and the
Association is virtually defunct. But it does have a
healthy bank balance and I for one would not like
conventions to die out.

The Large Scale Bash 2021
15-17 October
A celebration of NZR modelling
in 6 - 9mm scales.
This is a special event for working modellers.
Contact Lawrence Boul
lawrence@nzfinescale.com

For those reasons, I and another member of the
Executive have developed a proposal to form a trust to
take over the NZAMRC’s assets and continue to
support and promote conventions, and the hobby in
general.
The rest of the Executive is divided on whether to take
this step or try to overhaul the present incorporated
society model.
Their proposal has yet to see the light of day but a set
of questions and answers on our proposal is available
here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CVlbpKI6GzpWNEQrkIQx9r88wL1Pukq/view?usp=sharing
Any comments will be very welcome.

Hankering for a train show?
Great Little Train Show
23-24 October, Surrey Park, Invercargill.
Contact Warren Jones - warrenj1237@gmail.com

Peter Ross
PS: These developments in no way affect the Back on
Track Convention 2022, which has its own committee.

